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QUESTION 1

You are a marketing professional who is marketing to an engineering segment. 

You need to create a new field for a marketing form. The new field needs to be a number that can support a level of
precision up to 7 decimal places. 

Which field type should you use? 

A. Single Line on the Text 

B. Floating Point Number 

C. Whole Number 

D. Decimal Number 

Correct Answer: D 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/customize/types-of-fields 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a functional consultant at Contoso. The EMEA sales manager wants you to configure Contoso\\'s landing page
settings to capture activities by existing leads and contacts located in Belgium. 

You already configured the Default Marketing Page Configuration for Landing pages. 

What should you do next to achieve your goal? 

A. Update the Belgian landing page Matching Strategy. 

B. Update the Default Matching Strategy located in Landing Page settings. 

C. Update the Matching Strategy for the landing page in the Customer Journey. 

D. Update the Default Matching Strategy located in Marketing settings. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/mkt-settings-landing-pages 

 

QUESTION 3

Your marketing department will be creating multiple email messages to be used in several customer journeys. 

To prepare for this, you need to create content settings to determine the dynamic values to be used. 

What is the maximum number of Content Settings that can be set as default for multiple customer journeys? 

A. 1 
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B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/customer-engagement/marketing/dynamic-email-
content#content-settings 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You have a subscription to Dynamics 365 for Marketing. 

You need to recommend which analytics tools should be used for each channel measured by your subscription. 

Which analytics tools should be used for seeing the data by contact or by lead? Each tool may be used once, more than
once or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view the content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Which question in the series
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct
solution, 

while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

Your marketing team is asking you questions about how marketing emails can be used for the campaigns they wish to
launch. 

You need to explain how these types of messages differ from the person-to-person messaging they already use in order
to correctly help your marketing team to understand the difference between Traditional Emails and Marketing Emails. 

Solution: You tell the team that traditional Emails are hosted on the Dynamics 365 server. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/customer-engagement/marketing/prepare-marketing-
emails 
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QUESTION 6

You are a Dynamics 365 functional consultant for Contoso Ltd. Because of recent policy changes, the marketing team
needs to update the privacy policy banner text and URL. What should you configure to implement these updates? 

A. the Marketing Data configuration 

B. the Application Management settings 

C. the Default Marketing settings 

D. the Landing Page settings 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/mkt-settings-landing-pages 

 

QUESTION 7

You are creating a marketing list. 

You need the marketing list to be available for the subscription center. You set the marketing list to be a subscription
list. 

What will the Marketing List Member Type Be? 

A. Account 

B. Lead 

C. Customer 

D. Contact 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/set-up-subscription-center 

 

QUESTION 8

DRAG DROP 

You are a marketing assistant at a Credit Union. You need to set up a subscription center for customers to manage their
communication settings. 

Which seven actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move all actions from the list of steps to the answer
area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/set-up-subscription-center 

 

QUESTION 9
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You are a Dynamics 365 Marketing functional consultant. 

You need to create a customer journey to capture responses. You complete all the configuration tasks in Dynamics 365
Marketing. However, upon monitoring the journey statistics you notice that nothing was triggered. 

What should you do to fix this issue? 

A. Publish the journey to go-live. 

B. Enable an audit trail to capture the events. 

C. Check the security role. 

D. Enable logs to find the root cause. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/dynamics-365-customer-engagement/blob/main/ce/marketing/customer-
journeys-create-automated-campaigns.md 

 

QUESTION 10

You are Dynamics 365 Marketing functional consultant for AdventureWorks Cycles. 

You are configuring the system and storing marketing files in the Dynamics 365 Marketing content library. 

Which three file formats are supported in the content library? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. .bmp 

B. .jpg 

C. .pdf 

D. .tiff 

E. .gif 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/real-time-marketing-asset-library 

 

QUESTION 11

You are a Dynamics 365 Marketing functional consultant. 

You have created a Subscription Form that lives on a marketing page in a marketing website. 

The form is active, and you need to see how many submissions have been received. 

In which three places can you find information on form submissions? Each correct response presents a complete
solution. 
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A. Website Insights 

B. Customer Journey Insights 

C. Marketing Form Insights 

D. Customer Voice submissions 

E. Marketing Page Insights 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/insights 

 

QUESTION 12

You are the marketing manager at Contoso, Ltd. Your team has created a survey and sent out the link through email for
responses. You want to understand the outcome from the Satisfaction Metrics report and identify the metrics created by
default in Dynamics. For the metrics, what are the three charts created by default in Dynamics? Each correct answer
presents a complete solution. 

A. Respondents – tracked and anonymous 

B. Sentiment 

C. Net Promoter Score 

D. Total Responses 

E. CSAT 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-voice/satisfaction-metrics-report 

 

QUESTION 13

You are a functional consultant analyzing the insights of the Marketing Page available in Dynamics 365 Marketing to
collect data for a management presentation. Which element should you analyze to obtain information on the number of
times the page was opened? 

A. Visits 

B. Interactions 

C. Overview 

D. Submissions 

Correct Answer: A 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/insights 

 

QUESTION 14

You are a functional consultant in the midst of configuring Dynamics 365 Marketing for an event. 

Your manager gives you a list of sponsors and their items. You need to record the information in the system. 

What should you do? 

A. Create the sponsors in Accounts, and add their items in Equipment. Then, add the relationship into the event. 

B. Create the sponsors in Events Sponsorships. In Sponsorship Type, select Equipment and add their items as the
details. 

C. Create the sponsors in Accounts, and add their items in Products. Then, add the relationship into the event. 

D. Create the sponsors in Events Sponsorships, and add their items in Sponsorships Articles. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/manage-event-sponsorships 

 

QUESTION 15

You are a functional consultant working with Dynamics 365 Customer Voice. 

You are tasked with planning a survey that will be distributed for anonymous response. 

Which action is required during survey variable configuration to capture the Email of the anonymous respondent? 

A. Enable the Anonymous responses in the distribution settings. 

B. Turn on track email in the distribution settings. 

C. Add the Email variable in the Personalization customization. 

D. Turn on the toggle for Save value in the Email variable. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-voice/personalize-survey 
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